THE GENERAL DIRECTOR

GIVEN the resolution of the Council of the Department of Law dated Feb. 23rd 2022 about a research grant on the project UNIVERSITAS PER LA GIUSTIZIA. PROGRAMMA PER LA QUALITÀ DEL SISTEMA GIUSTIZIA E PER L’EFFETTIVITÀ DEL GIUSTO PROCESSO - UNI 4 JUSTICE - CUP: J19J21026980006;

GIVEN the consequent Decree dated March 31st 2022 – ref. nr. 88450 – rep. nr. 390/2022 with which the public selection procedure was announced, by qualifications and interview, for the assignment of 1 “junior grant” to carry out research at the Department of Law, S.S.D. SECS-P/10 (Organization studies) – Tutor Professor Carmelo Elio TAVILLA, entitled “UNI 4 JUSTICE - PROFILES OF ORGANIZATION AND JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE TOOLS FOR THE OFFICE OF THE PROCESS Organizational innovation in the Judicial Offices of Modena and Reggio Emilia”;

GIVEN the Directorial decree of the Department of Law dated April 8th 2022 ref. nr. 389/2022 rep. 32/2022 (our ref. nr 93129 dated April 11th 2022) regarding the need to integrate the qualifications required within the general admission requirements;

CONSIDERING the deadline for the call applications set for April 19th 2022;

D E C R E E S

Art. 1
It is modified the notice for the public selection, only for the part relating the qualifications for access to the selection and the deadline for submitting applications, without prejudice to applications already submitted.

Art. 2
Art. 4 “General admission requirements” is amended only for the part concerning the qualifications for access to the selection as follows:
Individuals who have completed a PhD or an equivalent qualification abroad related to the SSD of this public selection procedure or those who are in possession of a University Degree (old system) in Law, Economics and Commerce, International Communication or an equivalent qualification by law or and Second-Cycle or Specialization School Degree (MD 509/99 and MD 270/2004) deemed as equivalent under ID 9th July 2009, belonging to one of the following classes 22/S, 64/S, 84/S, 43/S, LMG/01, LM-56, LM-77, LM-38, supported with a professional scientific curriculum adequately sufficient to carry out research, with the exception of permanent staff of universities, government research and experimentation institutions and agencies, the National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA) and the Italian Space Agency (ASI), as well as degrees issued by scientific post graduate institutions that have been recognized as equivalent to the title of Doctor of Philosophy in accordance with Article 74, fourth paragraph, of Presidential Decree of July 11th 1980, n. 382.
Art. 3

Art. 5 “Application and deadline” is modified only for the part relating to the deadline for submitting applications as follows:

The application must be filled in and submitted only electronically by PICA – la Piattaforma Integrata Concorsi Atenei, available at the following link: [https://pica.cineca.it/unimore/](https://pica.cineca.it/unimore/) penalty of exclusion within April 29th 2022, at 1:00 pm (Italian time).

The Selection Office will be closed on Monday 18th of April 2022 for Easter holiday and Monday 25th of April 2022 for Republic Day.

Anything else established in the Decree dated March 31st 2022 – ref. nr. 88450 – rep. nr. 390/2022 remains.

Modena, April 13th 2022

THE GENERAL DIRECTOR

Digitally signed under the law “D.Lgs. 82/2005” (Dott. Stefano RONCHETTI)